


GFSN and 21st century challenges

● Privatization, offshorization, financiarization (BOP financial account)

● Weaponization, segmentation

● Energy transition

● Digitalization, inclusion



Global Financial Safety Net:

key principles

● What is “international liquidity”? Where does it come from?

○ Official reserve assets only? 

Only certain currencies? Gold, SDR, dollars.

○ Balance of payments? Or is it mostly fiscal?

○ Private correspondent banking and cross-border payments.

■ Used to go through central banks.

● Endogeneity: international liquidity = liabilities of reserve-currency-

issuing-country banks

○ Terms of trade

○ Foreign-debt



Centralization of payments = liquidity 

dependence



Megabanks: main creators of international liquidity

Category Megabanks

4 JP Morgan Chase

3 Citigroup, Deutsche Bank, HSBC

2 Bank of America, Bank of China, Barclays, BNP Paribas, 

Goldman Sachs, Industrial and Commercial Bank of China 

Limited, Mitsubishi UFJ FG, Wells Fargo

1 Agricultural Bank of China, Bank of New York Mellon, 

China Construction Bank, Credit Suisse. Groupe BPCE, 

Groupe Crédit Agricole, ING Bank, Mizuho FG, Morgan 

Stanley, Royal Bank of Canada, Santander, Société 

Générale, Standard Chartered, State Street, Sumitomo 

Mitsui FG, UBS, Unicredit Group



International Investment Position: illiquid 

states, liquid elites

● 5 examples:

Argentina, Ukraine, Ecuador, Egypt, Ghana



Argentina:
Elites’ foreign liquid assets = 53.1% of GDP

Official reserves = 3.5% of GDP



Ukraine:
Elites’ foreign liquid assets = 88% of GDP

Official reserves = 17% of GDP



Ecuador:
Elites’ foreign liquid assets = 47% of GDP

Official reserves = 8% of GDP



Egypt:
Elites’ foreign liquid assets = 7% of GDP

Official reserves = 8% of GDP



Ghana:
Elites’ foreign liquid assets % of GDP

Official reserves = 3% of GDP



International Investment Position:

illiquid states, liquid elites

● Macroprudential & capital flow management measures

● Cross-border tax justice



Emerging alternatives: Need payment 

function

● More lending without reducing external liquidity needs

○ does not contribute to development or to financial stability

● Regional financing arrangements and bilateral swaps need to be 

accompanied with intra-bloc and/or intra-regional payment 

arrangements that reduce the need for external liquidity

○ Clearinghouses

○ Emerging alternative banks as settlement banks

■ align with G20 fast cross-border payments mandate.

● Intra-regional trade and value-chain policies



Emerging alternatives: complements to 

Bretton Woods

● IMF/WB should invest its “unused usable currencies” portfolio 

in a cascade of securities issued by the regional safety nets

● IMF available usable currencies: $200 billion (XDR 152 bn)

○ Investment and endowment accounts only $38 billion (XDR 

28.7 bn)

○ Mainly in US corporate bonds, rich country sov’s

■ Less than $3bn in emerging 



Conclusions

● De-privatize de-offshorize correspondent banking system with 

macroprudential and capital flow management measures.

● Link alternative emerging arrangements to payment function.

● IMF should complement regional financing arrangements with 

its own portfolio investments.



G-24 TECHNICAL GROUP MEETING BUILDING RESILIENCE TO 

MEET GLOBAL CHALLENGES



● Panel 5: Sovereign Debt Resolution

● What are the main drivers of rising debt vulnerabilities and what are the 

impacts on sustainable development and climate action?

● What has been the experience of countries that have undergone the Common 

Framework and Global Sustainable Development Roundtable (GSDR)?

● How can international cooperation and coordination be strengthened to support 

countries in achieving debt sustainability and avoiding prolonged debt crises, 

and is there any role for the reform of IMF Debt Sustainability Framework?

● What policy actions can member countries take at the national level to break 

the cycle of repeat build-ups of sovereign debt and debt crises? How can they 

strengthen debt management frameworks, improve fiscal governance, and 

enhance transparency and accountability in debt-related transactions?


